
A 1770 painting at the Old Pharmacy, Calw, Southern
Germany, and the scientific discourse of the time on
heredity, skin colour, variation and race.
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Fig. 1 Painting, wood panel, decorating a door in the "Old Pharmacy" in Calw, Germany, Original at the
Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'

© Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'

Introduction

N o doubt an extreme rarity, this 1770 painting  which shows a paradisiacal scene with a
nude black woman and a nude, white, seemingly male person, invokes puzzlement from
historians of science and art alike. (Fig. 1) Representations of the primordial couple Adam
and Eve as white and black are unknown in the history of European art . The painting was
one of four decorating the doors of a storage room in the ‘Old Pharmacy’ in the
Württemberg Black Forest city of Calw. It is rare, no comparable images are known in
pharmacies of German countries . The painter is unknown, and was possibly from the

local area, a decorator of furniture and homes for the rich and educated people in Calw. The three other
paintings show the three regni naturae providing the materia medica of the time, a mining scene (minerals), a
pharmacy garden (plants), and a seascape (animals) .
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Fig. 2 The paintings decorating two doors in the "Old
Pharmacy" in Calw, in their original arrangement.

- Fig. 2a: The Pharmacist's garden: regnum vegetable, 70*58cm
© Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'
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Fig. 2 The paintings decorating two doors in the "Old
Pharmacy" in Calw, in their original arrangement.

- Fig. 2b: The sea: regnum animale, 71*58cm
© Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'

(Fig. 2) The painting with the black and white human couple became known beyond the area of Calw through
its reproduction in the Journal of Heredity and Scientific American in 1953 and 1954 respectively, by the geneticist
Curt Stern (1902-1981) . 
Stern, a German-Jewish émigré and geneticist worked on skin colour himself. At a time shortly after the
holocaust and before the take o" of the civil rights movement in the USA he used the artwork as a positive
heritage from both Judaeo-Christian tradition and European Enlightenment to substantiate the possibility of
interpreting skin colour di"erence in a non-racist manner and to reject marriage bans based on racial
identity .
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- Fig. 2c: White Adam, Black Eve 71,3*52,5cm
© Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'
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- Fig. 2d: Mining and metallurgy: regnum minerale, 71,5*52cm
© Stadtmuseum Calw, 'Palais Vischer'

In the 1950s Curt Stern approached art historians for an interpretation of the painting; however, they couldn’t
give him a clear, convincing perspective . The experts at the National Gallery of Art of the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington D.C. stated: “No one (of the curators) knows any precedent for a white Adam and a
black Eve" . Charles W. Richards, the curator from the National Gallery of Art in Washington, did not
believe that the figures were Adam and Eve in ‘a Garden of Eden’ . The editor of the Reallexikon der Kunst in
Munich, Freiherr Hans Martin von Er"a (1911-1998) and his colleagues came to the conclusion that the image
with the black Eve was showing a “a scientific problem” . Margaretta M. Salinger from the Metropolitan
Museum New York reported that the museum sta" had never seen “a swarthy Eve” before. She also hinted to the
sciences as the key to the painting: “the explorations of the 17 century gave rise to a lively interest in strange
lands beyond the sea, and many of these earthly Paradise pictures with exotic animals appear at this time.”
She doubted that the painting depicted “The Fall of Man”, as “no serpent or conspicuous apple” was visible. The
standing figure on the left she saw as a “savage human” .
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The interpretation presented here starts from the assumption that the painting is an illustration of a scientific
discourse, similar to religious paintings in churches that tell the stories of the Bible to the illiterate
. However, the main aim is not to produce an ultimate reading of the painting – impossible as it is anyway. More
importantly, the painting is used as a window into a scientific discourse on human varieties present at the place
and the time the painting was made when “all of educated Europe was vibrating with new theories concerning
human divisions and the boundaries of humanity” . Reports on orangutans, as well as Linnaeus’ inclusion of
humans into the animal kingdom, were at the centre of this discussion. Key books contributing to a new
understanding of human varieties were published in a short time period after the creation of the painting
. What do a black Eve and white Adam signify in this context? What do the human-like figures on the left side of
the painting represent and refer to? Does the painting show “race crossing in paradise” as Curt Stern assumed?
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Four lines of argument are developed and finally amalgamated. The paper starts with the Old Pharmacy in Calw
as the place of the painting and its personal basis for the scientific knowledge available here: Four generations of
the Gärtner family and their friends were pharmacists, physicians, botanists, and explorers and well connected
to the contemporary centres of scientific scholarship. Second, a closer look into Kölreuter’s work on plant
hybridisation in Calw reveals a new understanding of heredity. This new understanding promised the possibility
to create new varieties and species by crossbreeding (or “bastardisation”), thus challenging until then prevalent
notions of preformation. Then, with the help of publications available at the pharmacy in Calw, the scientific
debates from that time on skin colour, heredity, human di"erence, and its compatibility with the Scripture, are
reconstructed. Finally, the arguments developed so far are combined with an interpretation of the visual content
of the painting. It will be demonstrated that the painting can be seen as representing a debate, in which black
and white people were not yet perceived as belonging to di"erent races but as varieties of humanity with a
common origin. The painting is interpreted as a representation of an understanding, which was soon to be
abandoned to the advantage of a hierarchical concept of racial di"erence. Ironically, the new concepts of
inheritance contributed to the possibility to interpret social and economical di"erences as naturally given and
unsurmountable, they contributed to the naturalisation of human di"erences as racial di"erences so extensively
pursued in the 19 c.th 

The international network of pharmacists and physicians that centred on the
Gärtner family in Calw

The Old Pharmacy at Calw was a nodal point in a network of scholars from the 18 century who were closely
connected all over Europe. They traded knowledge, information, experimental results, plants, drugs, books, and
pictures, linking the tiny, but wealthy traders’ town in Württemberg with the hubs of scientific enquiry, from
Amsterdam to Leiden, London, Paris, St. Petersburg, Nuremberg, and Tübingen. Their contacts went far beyond
Europe and included the East Indies, South Africa, South America, and the West Indies via the explorative and
trading activities of the Dutch East Indian and West Indian Companies. They also had personal, first-hand
information on scientific expeditions to Siberia. The Calw pharmacists were part of a global nexus of trade,
commerce, and scientific observation and experimentation, utilizing classification, botany, alchemy, and
breeding .

th 
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It is well known that pharmacists in German countries, from the 17 century onwards, were key promoters of the
scientific revolution in their understanding of living organisms through chemistry. They adopted Helmontian
ideas and iatrochemical concepts; they were also experimenting in their laboratories, creating new knowledge,
inventing new chemical processes and dyes. They were crucial participants in widespread commercial activities,
and, at the same time, they faced state authority control due to their essential role in the medical
marketplace .

th 
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Calw was Württemberg’s most important financial and trading centre in the 18 century. Here, wool textiles
were produced, dyed, and exported round all of continental Europe. This business had made its citizens rich and
allowed the traders to expand their activities into mining, wood export, dyes, metal, and salt import, and
finance. Calw’s money was part of the major economic activities in Württemberg at the time, with at least one
family having an export o#ce plus a bank in Amsterdam. In the mid 17 century, citizens of Calw founded
the Zeughandlungskompanie (‘Trading company for wool textiles’); it was dissolved in 1797. The extraordinarily
rich members of the company were highly successful in keeping their property within their closely-knit family
networks. Membership in this economically active group was granted by birth only, with sons following their
fathers in business .

th 

th 
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The Old Pharmacy at Calw was one of, if not the best pharmacies of the country in the 18 century. It also was a
family enterprise that enjoyed the exclusive privilege of the Württemberg prince, which fended o" any possible
competition in the area . The pharmacy was bequeathed via marriage and inheritance to sons in the
family, and then finally sold o". In the years after 1700, after French troops destroyed the town, the Pharmacy
was built anew by the pharmacist Achatius Gärtner (I) (1662-1728) who had come for Nuremberg. As a result of
his marriage to Maria Elisabeth Mayer, the Calw mayor’s daughter, he became a member of one of Calw’s
leading families. The pharmacy in the seven-story house with several attic floors o"ered enough space to dry
and store plants. Gärtner became a wholesaler of drugs and other products for the entire region, famous for the
plants he grew in his hortis medicus and for the import of medical plants from the East and West Indies
. Achatius (I) also had the Prince’s o#cial permission to exploit the cobalt and silver mines in nearby Sulzburg, a
clear indication of his economic power in the region . Due to religious reasons, he declined the invitation to
join a Reich’s delegation of pharmacists to visit Spain , the centre of new, incoming plants from Central and
South America.
He was respected as an expert in Chimicis, namely, Alchemy and Chemistry .

th 
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Achatius Gärtner (I)’s two sons, Achatius Gärnter (II) (1699-1742) and Joseph Gärtner (I) (1707-1731), three
grandsons, Achatius Gärtner (III) (1724-1770), Johann Georg Gärtner (1727-1755) and Joseph Gärtner (II)
(1732-1791), and the great grandson, Carl Friedrich von Gärtner (1772-1850), were highly educated people; they
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studied abroad and became pharmacists, botanists or physicians. The well-run pharmacy in the rich town of
Calw produced considerable income, and the wives brought additional wealth into the family. This allowed their
sons to travel and study abroad, to Leiden, Amsterdam, Paris, and Italy, with Herman Boerhaave (1668-1738),
Frederic Ruysch (1638-1731), and others which were important figures in medicine, physiology, and botany, who
had a long, lasting impact on their students .
 
Table 1 (see: at the bottom of the text) gives an overview of the key male members of the Gärtner family, their
education, and their international connections. Joseph Gärtner (II) became a member of the Royal Society in
London and a professor at the Academy of Sciences in Petersburg. Carl Friedrich Gärtner (1772-1850) “became
one of the leading plant hybridizers before Mendel” . The nearby university of Tübingen o"ered the latest
scholarship in botany, chemistry, and medicine, and the institution was very well connected with other
European scientific centres . Several professors at Tübingen University came from the Tübingen Gmelin
family of pharmacists, who were related via marriage to the Gärtner family. This connection was also an
educational and scholarly one that facilitated a direct exchange of the latest scientific advancements. Johann
Georg Gmelin (1709-1755) and his cousin Samuel Gottlieb Gmelin (1744-1774) were famous explorers of Russia
and Siberia. In 1731, Johann became Professor at the Imperial Academy of the Sciences in Petersburg. After 10
years of expeditions, he became a professor of medicine, botany, and chemistry back in Tübingen in 1749.
He was also personally acquainted with Carl von Linnaeus from Sweden . 
Due to a lack of sources, no information is currently available to determine whether the Gärtner and Gmelin
families were pietists . They were Protestants, but it remains unclear if they a#liated with the pietists, as
many of Württemberg’s priests, physicians, teachers and pharmacists had been since the early 18 century
. Pietists favoured endogamous marriages, they appreciated the sciences as part of a holistic concept of
knowledge (“Erkenntnis”), and they saw nature as the site of God’s Revelation. This perspective at least, also
applied to the Gärtner family.
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The garden of the Calw Old Pharmacy was used in 1763 by Joseph Gottlieb Kölreuter (1733-1806) for his
hybridisation experiments to “establish firmly the existence of sexuality in plants” which “resulted in the first
controlled production of plant hybrids” . He demonstrated the transmission of paternal traits to the next
generation via the male plant’s pollen: this newly found process of fertilisation facilitated a new mixture of
maternal and paternal characters in plants . This exemplifies that pharmacists were not only interested in
methods of growing these plants and in the chemical understanding of their medical use, but also in the active
intervention into their reproduction to create new varieties. Kölreuter started a well-known tradition of
hybridisation experiments, which are commonly recognised as belonging to the history of genetics .
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Kölreuter was the son of a Württemberg pharmacist in Sulz, and he knew Achatius Gärtner (III) from their days
at university . He had studied in Tübingen and Strasburg. At Tübingen Georg Gmelin told him about
Camerarius’ earlier work on the sexuality of plants. After being awarded his doctoral degree
in Arzneywissenschaft (medicine), Kölreuter became an ‘adjunct’ of the Imperial Academy of the Sciences in
Petersburg in 1756. There, he wrote a review of Carl von Linnaeus’s paper ‘De Sexu Plantarum’,
which Linnaeus submitted in a 1759 competition at the Academy created to provide ‘new evidence and
experiments on sexes in plants to prove or disprove if plants can, similar to animals, be divided into male and
female ones’. Linnaeus won the prize for the best of three submitted papers. However, this was not ideal in
Kölreuter’s eyes, as he felt Linnaeus’s theory to be ‘witty rather than correct’ and the evidence to be
‘doubtful’ . Kölreuter began his own hybridisation experiments in Petersburg, and he created what he called
‘Bastarte’ (bastards) . In 1761, he returned via Leipzig and Berlin to Sulz and then to Calw. There, in 1763, he
continued his experiments in Achatius Gärtner (III)’s garden to prove that there were male and female plants
both contributing properties to their o"spring. In the same year, he was appointed Professor in Natural History
at Karlsruhe and Director of the Duke’s Gardens .
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In 1765, shortly after Kölreuter finished his experiments in the pharmacy’s garden, Achatius Gärtner (III) sold
his pharmacy to Carl Engelhard Gaupp (1742 – 1826) who came from a family of pharmacists in Kirchheim unter
Teck in Württemberg. In the following year, Joseph Gärtner (II) became the Professor for Botany and Natural
History at the Imperial Academy of the Sciences in Petersburg; Kölreuter may have facilitated this move. Gaupp
had studied and travelled abroad for six years before moving from Basel to Calw. He constructed a new building
in 1770, which housed the two storage rooms with wooden doors decorated by the four paintings (Fig. 2). In
addition to his training in pharmacy, Gaupp also studied medicine. He received his medical degree in 1777
and practiced thereafter as physician on the first floor of the pharmacy .

36

Kölreuter’s Bastarte, alchemy, pangenesis and heredity: the production of new
varieties and species (1761‑1766)

Kölreuter’s Vorläufige Nachricht von einigen das Geschlecht der Pflanzen betre"enden Versuchen und
Beobachtungen (Preliminary news of some experiments and observations concerning the sex of plants),
published in four parts (1761, 1763, 1764, and 1766), provides another component for the analysis of the painting
depicting a black and white primordial human couple. The publication gives us an impression of Kölreuter’s and
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his peers’ scientific understanding of generation, fertilisation, and heredity . It presents a scholar who
meticulously designed and reported experiments, clearly performing at the highest standard of the time.
Kölreuter was convinced that all the processes of nature and life could be explained at the purely material level,
using (al-)chemy and chemistry. His aim was not only to understand natural processes and demonstrate that
there were male and female plants, but also to develop the means to intervene and alter the natural order. After a
few years of experimentation Kölreuter discovered what he saw as the possibility to transform existing species
into others. He published these surprising results in 1763 and 1766.

37

Botanists of his time were busy with identifying and classifying plants, which were brought in by explorers and
traders. They tried to cultivate and propagate these plants in European gardens . For Kölreuter, nature, made
by a wise Creator, maintained a most beautiful order. To achieve this order God/nature had placed similar plants
in di"erent continents so that Bastart plants could not develop; this way two similar, but di"erent species could
not have common o"spring . The current practice in botanical gardens, however, made it possible
that Bastarts came into being as in these gardens plants from all over the world were now living in close
proximity. Kölreuter saw similar processes happening in animal gardens as well . Bastard (or Bastart in
Kölreuter’s text) was a term used in German since the 13 century for a son of a male aristocrat with a woman he
was not married to . This notion of illegitimacy, highly relevant for the order of families and their economies
and status in society, was transferred to the o"spring of two plants, which belonged, according to their
classification, to two di"erent species. In the local Calw network of interrelated families running one big
international business enterprise, the issue of illegitimate children was a key issue, resulting in strong
mechanisms to control the sexuality of its members . In Kölreuter’s text, and in that of some of his
contemporaries, one can identify an analogous tension between the need to keep the old order and the desire to
reach out for new pleasure. This will be shown below.
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Kölreuter, on the one hand, praised the creator’s wisdom in keeping the order (scholars were about to decipher
with their taxonomical systems) by making the Bastart infertile. He imagined an “incredible swarm of
imperfection” created if those plants were fertile, with “horrible and inevitable consequences”. Yet, he couldn’t
give any hypothesis to how this infertility came to be .

43

On the other hand, he was fascinated by the possibility to create new varieties or even new species by artificial
fertilisation. In 1749, Johann Georg Gmelin had discussed the question of whether new species could come into
being after God’s creation was complete, however, he assumed, it would take years of experimentation to find
out . Less than 20 years later in the early 1760s, Kölreuter showed that in special cases where some reduced
fertility was preserved, the fertilising of the Bastart plant with pollen of the father plant could surpass the
infertility and create new fertile plants . These new varieties exhibited in certain cases a dramatic
morphological change, and Kölreuter presented one newly combined Bastart as a special case of a ‘full
metamorphosis in the sense of Ovid’ (von einer ganz ovidischen Verwandlung) . In a highly optimistic move,
he questioned the old, God-given order of nature and asked: “Why shouldn’t we be able to transform a canary
into a linnet?” . He compared bastardisation with the e"orts of the alchemists to transform lead into gold or
gold into lead and proudly declared that, as opposed to the centuries-long, but unsuccessful e"orts of the
alchemists, he had been able to transform plants in a few years only .

44
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48

His theory of generation and heredity was based on concepts of alchemy and jatrochemistry, looking for purely
material explanations . To a certain extent, he assumed gender equality in the process of procreation, as he
saw both male and female plants producing semen (Saamen). However, the quality of the two semen was
di"erent. Kölreuter compared fertilisation to the fusion of acid and alkaline solutions resulting in a third matter,
which combined both (parental) matters. This “third matter is, immediately after the fusion, the beginning or
the solid basis of a living machine (belebte Maschine), or it generates it (the machine) from itself” . A year
later, and after having worked in Achatius Gärtner (III)’s garden, transforming the tobacco plant Nicot. rust.
into Nicot. panic. and vice versa, he explained the analogy to the alchemist’s transformation further. The male
was “of a sulphuric nature and has the power to make the liquid, mercurial female seed fireproof, and to form
with it a solid body. It has the ability to change the entire, purely mercurial part of a liquid metal into its own
nature, and to absorb all other parts which are not mercurial” . In the production of Bastart plants and new
varieties, the elements of one plant were successively superseeded by the other .

49

50

51
52

Kölreuter didn’t agree with Carl von Linnaeus’s theory of generation, though. In his 1766 publication, he
criticised the “world famous knight, Carl von Linnee” openly for his poor, 1763 description and interpretation of
a Bastart plant, based on his “‘fantastic (odd, bizarre)’ theory of generation, which runs “against all
experience” . What it was exactly that he criticised is not clear. Possibly, it was the very elaborate
understanding of the ‘private life of plants’ and their multiplicity of sexualities , which did not fit into the
strict binary male-female scheme of Kölreuter’s plant sexuality.

53
54

Kölreuter belongs to a group of scholars who attributed material semen to both the male and female
organism . He and his contemporaries, Pierre Louis Maupertuis (1698-1759) and Julien O"ray De La Mettrie
(1709-1751), rejected any form of preformation that believed organisms grow from a minute version found in
either the ovary or sperm . They saw organisms as machines, either hydraulic or chemical . Maupertuis
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developed the influential new pangenesis concept of heredity. It was based on anatomy, observational practices
of his time, particularly the occurrence of albinism in black people, atomistic thought, and animal breeding
practices . Sheep breeding, with the focus on Merino sheep, was relevant all over Europe including Calw’s
wool textile industry, here knowledge on the heritability of certain properties of wool was of highest value .

58
59

Kölreuter preferred the analogy of acid and alkaline solution producing crystals or salt to describe processes of
heredity. His strictly chemical understanding of fertilisation, heredity, and development is important to
highlight here. Despite his rootedness in the old alchemical concepts of mercurius and sulphur as the two
elements of all matter, he provided lines of thought for later scholars in the search for an understanding of
hereditary processes. Kölreuter assumed that plant elements could be inherited independently, like the Gestalt,
positioning, number, and proportion of all parts (Ansehung der Gestalt, Lage, Zahl, Proportion aller Theile
untereinander selbst). By crossbreeding, the ‘balance’ or ‘harmony’ (Gleichgewicht) could be dissolved . This
observation was compatible with Maupertuis’ pangenesis, and combined,they provided a Denkfigur that only
needed slight alteration to harbour the concepts of Mendelian genetics. Maupertuis’ theory of pangenesis
postulated that particles come from all parts of the organism and transmit their properties via the male and
female semen to the o"spring – the particles went from the body to the semen. In Mendelian genetics, the
minute Anlagen, later called genes, were present in the germ cells and transmitted in an uninterrupted
genealogy. Distributed via the somatic cell line, these genes caused all properties of the di"erentiating cells and
organs; the particles went from the semen to the body. According to both concepts, these minute inheritable
particles could combine independently of each other.

60

Chemistry was not only the Leitwissenschaft (leading science) for Kölreuter in his understanding of hereditary
processes but also a crucial element in the economic development of Kölreuter’s country and hometown. In
1759, citizens of Sulz founded a production plant for cotton fabrics, including facilities that used dyes to print
the cotton. There was a keen interest in the craft of dye production, as indicated by one of the owner’s family
members travelling for years in the Near East to learn these skills and bring them to Sulz in 1770. The
establishment of cotton factories in the Württemberg area was an important economic development in the
1760s . The use of dyes and cotton ‘calico printing’ became one of the key innovations of the 18 century.
These economic, technological, and scientific activities required the international transfer of goods, skills, and
knowledge, as did materia medica of the pharmacists.

61 th 

The pharmacists in Calw shared Kölreuter’s concentration on chemistry as the key science of the time. This is
illustrated by a 1754 inventory of Johann Georg Gärtner’s library (Table 2, see: at the bottom of the text) .
This list contains contemporary key books on chemistry, general books on natural history, including
Linnaeus’ Systema Naturae, a bibliography on all books in zoology, the London pharmacopoeia, and, amongst
other publications, the then popular journal Hamburgisches Magazin with information on recent scientific
discoveries and observations . Unfortunately there are no inventories of books owned by Achatius Gärtner
(III) and Carl Engelhard Gaupp. However, it is safe to assume, given the personal connections and educational
and professional networks of the Gärtner family with the Gmelins and Kölreuter, that they shared the
knowledge represented in Johann Georg’s library.

62

63

The scientific problem of human skin colour, its causes, and heredity

The scientific problem of human skin colour, its causes, and heredity provides the third element needed for the
interpretation of the painting showing a white Adam and black Eve. For natural philosophers in the second half
of the 18 century, skin colour became the key criterion in the classification of humans, with the resulting
groupings of white, yellow, red, and black people . Anatomists in the 17 century had started to investigate
the various layers of skin composition, with Malpighi being the first to publish his results in 1665, followed by
Ruysch in Amsterdam in 1715 . Religious thinkers tried to integrate the reports of European travellers and
explorers with the Bible. Here, one key question was how the di"erent skin colours arose . Some postulated
that Adam was black, or somewhere between white and black. Others saw Cain as the first black man, with
blackness being the mark of his crime; Noah’s son Ham was a candidate for the primordial black man to be, with
blackness again indicating his sin against his father . These questions were intrinsically linked to e"orts to
legitimate the enslavement of Africans and the new social order in the Spanish colonies in the Americas.

th 
64 th 

65
66

67

Children of unions between Spanish men and non-Spanish women in colonial Mexico became very early objects
of the investigation into the inheritance of skin colour . So called “castas paintings” were made since 1711 in
Mexico City, with the first showinga ‘Mulatto, daughter of a Black woman and a Spaniard’ . Subsequent
paintings were produced by Mexican artists for Europeans in Spain and were displayed at the Real Gabinete de
Historia Natural in Madrid 1771 . These paintings documented the physical appearance of parents and their
children. Descent and skin colour were key indicators of the social positioning of individuals in the colonial
setting of Mesoamerica and its structural system, known as las castas . It is possible, that Achatius Gärtner (I)
or his sons learned about these paintings from the Reich’s delegation of pharmacists to Spain, which he did not
attend himself despite having been invited. It is also possible that the pharmacists in Calw, including Kölreuter,
were familiar with two Spanish publications from 1745 and 1748, which were translated into French in 1758 and
1762.

68
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They included formulas to calculate the contributions of heritable traits of white men and non-white women to
the skin colour of their children: ‘1. European x negra = mulata, two-fourths from each parent; 2. European x
mulata = quarterona, one-forth of mulata’, etc . Here, the equal contribution from both parents to the
o"spring is assumed, matching perfectly well Kölreuter’s understanding of heredity. Another possible source
for hereditary concepts is the anonymously published book by Cornélius de Pauw (1739-1799) in French and
German, Recherches philosophiques sur les Américains. Without ever having been there, de Pauw described in his
book the people of the Americas as inferior to Europeans, and he also listed the above-mentioned mathematical
charts without referring to their source . In 1777, shortly after the Calw painting was made, Bu"on published
a similar formula with a sequence of four mixed generations of blacks and whites .

72

73
74

It is impossible to prove that the Calw scholarly community actually knew these works. They are mentioned here
to show that visual and textual representations of human Bastarts (in the sense of Kölreuter) were circulating in
European learned communities. The Calw painting was created at the exact time when systematic studies on the
o"spring of di"erently-coloured people took o" in Europe, followed by e"orts in anthropology to legitimate a
social order of white/male domination by the use of the category ‘race’, to indicate inborn di"erences between
people . One particularily revealing source with regards to the problem of human skin colour was in Johann
Georg Gärtner’s posession. In 1754 he owned early volumes of the journal Hamburgisches Magazin, which ran
from 1748 to 1763, and were continued as Neues Hamburgisches Magazin from 1767 to 1781. The journal’s general
objective was to present “collected works from the natural sciences and general, pleasant sciences to be used for
education and pleasure” . The magazine presented the most recent scientific debates, experiments, reports
on strange diseases and unusual events, and new theories to a wider audience of educated people outside the
university and academies. Articles by English, American, and French authors, many of them members of
academic societies, were translated into German. The journal also contained translations of articles in
the Dictionnaire encyclopédique, reports from expeditions, new sea maps etc. Here Johann Georg Gmelin
published his Short Description of a Journey to Siberia, and Georg Stahl’s influential medical theory was the subject
of a paper in 1753 . Other articles presented theories of procreation (Zeugung), as well as theories on
dyestu". The references are meticulously listed, so that all information could be traced to its original source,
and the range of topics covered was extensive.
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Three publications on human skin colour in the Hamburgisches Magazin provide important clues of how the
painting in the Old Pharmacy of Calw can be read. Two of them were published in the first issue of 1748 –
indicating that the editors saw them of high relevance for a readership yet to be convinced to subscribe: The
German translation of the “Essay on the Causes of the Di"erent Colours of Humans in Di"erent Regions of the
World” by Johann Mitchel (sic!), Doctor der Arzneykunst (Doctor of Medicine) and member of the Royal Society of
London, residing in England’s colony Urbana in Virginia ; and a translated, rather short section from
Maupertuis’ 1745 dissertation Vénus physique, which discussed the origin of humans and animals, and the origin
of ‘black people’ . The third paper was that of La Mothe, published ten years later. La Mothe’s text dealt with
the question of Adam’s skin colour and discussed especially Maupertuis’ work on the causes of white or freckled
skin for “negroes” .
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It is therefore safe to claim that the early and mid 18 century scientific debate on human skin colour and
pangenesis theories of inheritance were known in the Calw network of pharmacists, physicians, and scholars of
natural history, and that this might have inspired the painter to situate a black woman and a white man in a
paradisiacal environment. One gap in the sources has to be addressed by a speculative yet plausible possibility. It
was Achiatius Gärtner (III)’s successor, Gaupp, who most likely commissioned the painting. Under the
presumption that he shared the information on the skin colour debate as it is reconstructed here, a consistent
and non-contradictory interpretation of the painting is possible. It seems to be justified to assume that in these
small towns learned people from the same profession were closely connected, meeting each other and
discussing what they were thinking and doing. Before he moved to Calw, Gaupp lived in Basel where Maupertuis
had spent his last years. At least on the occasion of Maupertuis’ death in 1759, Gaupp must have heard from the
man who had been the president of the Berlin Academy of the Sciences in his earlier years and even pursued an
expedition to the Laplands to solve a riddle of the earth’s shape. 

th 

Skin colour di"erence, yet monogenesis: White Adam, black Eve and the beauty of
the black woman

Johann Mitchell (1711-1768), who was to become famous for his influential map of Eastern North America,
believed in monogenesis and a principle sameness of all humans. His 1747 text in the Hamburgische Magazin is
rather voluminous and impressive with its combination of theoretical considerations and experimental
approach on the causes of the di"erent skin colours. The article was originally published in the Proceedings of the
Royal Society of London in 1744. Distancing himself from Malphigi and his followers, Mitchell claimed that his
approach was completely new for two reasons: he used Newton’s latest theory on light and colours and his own
microscopic investigation on the skin of living people. Working as a medical provider in Virginia, he had access
to African slaves, and indigenous people who su"ered skin blisters due to burns or the possibly medical
application of Spanish flies . He also had experience with cutting the skin of people in the process of
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bloodletting or “in other circumstances” . He rejected the idea of Malpighi and others, that blackness was
caused by a particular humour, as it could not be separated or extracted from the skin . Mitchell found that
black skin was much thicker than that of white people and concluded that it was its thickness, which determined
how much light could pass through.
Based on Newton’s hypothesis, that dark bodies absorbed light, it was the middle layer of the skin and its
thickness which determined the colour . No principle di"erence was to be found in skins of di"erent
colour . By introducing this interpretation, Mitchell was able to explain the skin colour of children of white
men and black women, and of Native Americans as somewhere in the middle between white and black . He
concluded: 

1. That there is not so great, unnatural, and unaccountable a

Di"erence between Negroes and white People, on account of

their Colours, as to make it impossible for both ever to have

been descended from the same Stock, as some People,

unskilled in the Doctrine of Light and Colours, are very apt

too positively to a#rm, and, without any Scruple, to believe,

contrary to the Doctrine (as it seems to be) of the Sacred

Pages.

2. That the Epidermis, besides its other Uses, tends to

preserve the Uniformity of the Colours of People throughout

the World .

This was a clear rejection of pre-racial theories of polygenesis, such as Isaac la Peyrère’s late 17 century
assumption that there were ‘Pre-Adamites’, people of an inferior status born before Adam, particularly in
America . According to Mitchell, black and white people had the same origin, brown people and the children
of white and black parents had an intermediate skin colour. In a last section of the publication, Mitchell
discussed the influence of the sun and living conditions on the colour of people’s skin. He saw geographical
properties of the countries and people’s habits influencing the skin texture and colour; he identified heat and
dehydration as a cause for thicker skin and used the example of blacksmiths. For his argument, he used the texts
of natural philosophers and historians from antiquity, like Plinius and Herodotus, the more recent reports by
Leo Africanus , and his own observations from North America. He concluded that the habits of people in hot
countries helped to increase the darkness of their skin, whereas the habits of the Europeans and other white
people contributed “to render their Skins whiter than they otherwise would be” . Again, he stressed the
point, that “black and white People … might very naturally be both descended from one and the same Parents
…” . The di"erent skins were “most suitable for the Preservation of Health”, and blackness was no
consequence of the curse of Ham, but “rather a Blessing, rendering (the Negroes’) Lives … more tolerable and
less painful” . He saw the whites “degenerated … from the primitive and original Complexion of Mankind …
to the worst Extreme, the most delicate, tender and sickly”. For Mitchell, skin colour di"erence didn’t question
a principal sameness of people. The primordial skin colour was “an intermediate tawny Colour” . From this
stage, the other colours developed, adjusting to the climate. Yet, without explicit mention, he also considered
inheritance to have an influence on the skin colour of the children of parents of di"erent colours .
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His view was contested, though, as La Mothe’s later paper in the magazine indicates . Without Mitchell’s
meticulous scientific approach, and following the old, geographical explanation for di"erent skin colours, La
Mothe claimed that Adam was white, as he was created in that geographical area where no black people lived.
Convinced that there were more white than black people, and that black skin could not lighten to white, whereas
white skin could become dark, he concluded that white skin was primordial. La Mothe’s account of a broad
literature on skin colour features Maupertuis as the most important author who proposed the most
comprehensive, general explanation of the origin of black skin and embryos. Maupertuis’ theory led La Mothe to
decide that the easiest explanation for the origin of di"erent skin colours was to assume two primordial humans
of di"erent skin colours. For La Mothe this solution was in conflict with the Bible and therefore unlikely
. The painting of 1770 commissioned for the place of Kölreuter’s hybridisation experiments nevertheless chose
this solution: the primordial couple di"ered in skin colour. From a white Adam and a black Eve, humans with all
other skin colours would follow.
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In 1757, this solution was impossible for La Mothe. He was convinced that Adam and Eve must have been white.
However, he did not see black skin as a negative sign and the consequence of the curse of Ham. His argument
was striking: black skin could not be a curse, as there are :

negro women, who, due to the dexterity and gracefulness of

their bodies, their well proportioned faces, their skin which

is delicate and tender like velvet, and due to the most regular

and balanced proportions of their bodies could challenge the

priority of our most beautiful women .97

In the papers discussed, black women did not belong to a di"erent ‘kind’ or ‘race’. As Mitchell had argued in
1747, skin colour did not make a principal di"erence. The authors presented here, like the majority of
contemporaries, were convinced that humanity “shared an essential sameness” . Maupertuis went even
further in his Vénus physique and in the part, which was published anonymously in 1747 in the Hamburgisches
Magazin . Its translation into German clearly shows that the focus of attention was on variety and not on
inheritable di"erence, as the later use of the (French) term ‘race’ in Kant’s tradition implied. Maupertuis’
original text in French used the term ‘race’ for people of di"erent geographical origins with clearly di"ering
physical features, whereas the German translation of Vénus physique used the term ‘Gestalten’, which integrates
all physical features of form, texture, etc. The term ‘Gestalt’ did and does not work as synonym for ‘race’ or
‘Rasse’ in German. 
To make his point, Maupertuis mentally travelled through Africa, Asia, and the Pacific Ocean. He described some
people, like the Hottentots, as ugly. He imaginatively met giants, small people, and in the forests of Borneo,
some inhabitants who resembled humans completely except for their tails. He asked :

Do they have less reason because they carry tails? If being

human does not depend on white or black, should some

more or less vertebrae then be important? . 

He also mentioned nocturnal white people who were active at night only because they couldn’t tolerate the light.
He clearly referred to those early reports of the 1740s and 1750s, which Carl von Linnaeus used to divide humans
into the subgroups of Homo sapiens, Homo nocturnus or H. troglodytes and Homo caudatus .
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In 1744-1745, Maupertuis had used the case of a “white negro” boy who was the son of African slaves in colonial
South America, to develop his theory of heredity. For him, the albino child helped to refute the preformation
theory. The child’s skin colour demonstrated the inventiveness of nature, as it developed new forms by creating
new properties in the semen. The albino condition also helped to support the theory of monogenism, with white
skin as the origin of all skin colour . Maupertuis praised the possibility of creating new human varieties and
the beauty of women of di"erent colour.
His text ends with the hymnic paragraph of an experienced man who has seen the women of the world and knew
where they were the most beautiful and most varied: in Paris, of course . He didn’t share the exclusive
beauty ideal of the white skin of the Northern European woman . Maupertuis found that in countries where
everyone was white or black, there was too much similarity and he felt that “more mixture would bring forth
new beauty”. “At a beautiful summer’s day in the gardens of the Louvre, one could find all the miracles the
whole earth brings forward.”
He praised the black-eyed French brunette with the fire of southern beauties, the blue eyes of another one for
her tenderness, … and “between all these beauties I have seen green eyes ... which resemble neither the southern
nor the northern people… In those gardens there are more beauties than flowers…” . One is reminded of
Mozart’s Don Giovanni, with Maupertuis advising his male readers to collect these beauties, see them all, “but
go back to the one and only to enjoy the pleasures which will fill your hearts” .
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Well-educated men like Maupertuis and François Bernier (1625-1688) used what they saw as female beauty to
evaluate people of di"erent colours or complexions, grouped into di"erent “races” or “espèces” . In his
1684 text, Bernier spent nearly half of the space praising the beauty of women of di"erent “races”. Maupertuis
combined his search for the pleasure that women were supposed to provide with Enlightenment-era theories
and debates on whom to call human . In this philosophical discourse on human rights, reason and speech
were the usual criteria for the inclusion into humanity . Accordingly, Maupertuis questioned whether some
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vertebrae at the end of the spine were so decisive of one’s humanity. For him, exclusion was based on aesthetic
criteria, performed by means of sexual exclusion; which, for him, was shown by the example of the
Hottentotts . 
It was the beauty of women – recognised by him – which made them part of humanity. How to interprete
women’s beauty was of considerable debate at the time – ranging from the idea that beauty signified inner
values of morality to the rather simple function of beauty as the cause for sexual attraction in the service of
reproduction . For some Enlightenment thinkers, women did not need reason to be seen as human, and it
was not necessary to grant them equal political and personal rights . It was the white man’s desire, which
made women human. This simultaneous inclusion into humanity without granting human rights is visible in
Bernier’s text, who praised the beauty of some enslaved women without questioning the institution of slavery.
The praise for the beauty of women of di"erent origins and skin complexions was also part of Maupertuis’
vision of an aesthetically motivated, selective breeding by the dominant group, with all the power of decision-
making given to the men .
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Race Crossing at the Pharmacy?

The last line of arguments to interpret the painting concentrates on its visual elements, beginning with the
point previously raised by two art historians in the 1950s. Key features of paintings that would indicate The Fall
of Mankind are missing: the snake, the apple, and the tree of knowledge. However, there is enough here to
immediately evoke the impression of Paradise before the Fall. The naked couple on the right side alludes to
Albrecht Dürer’s famous copper engraving Adam and Eve from 1504, as do other elements: the parrot, the elk,
and the chamoix on top of the mountain in the far distance (Fig. 3). The combination of animals sitting
peacefully beside one another, like the lion and the lamb, are also typical elements of paradise paintings.
However, the polar bear, the monkeys, the crocodiles, and the exotic trees seem to come from reports of
explorers’ travels to Africa or America.

Fig. 3: Albrecht Dürer, Adam and Eve (1504)
© 2017 Art Gallery of Ontario
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Elements of Dürer's paradise in the Calw painting: the parrot, the elk and the chamois.

The painting shows a wide landscape; its composition strikingly resembles the depiction of the world or God’s
creation in the copper engraving ‘Opus tertiae Diei’, (The Work of the Third Day) in Johann Jacob Scheuchzer’s
(1672-1733) Physica Sacra or Copper Bible, published in the 1730s . (Fig. 4) In this central oeuvre of German
physico-theology we also find a seated Adam, who could have served as the model for the white figure in the
pharmacy’s painting  .
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Fig. 4: Scheuchzer, Kupferbibel: Genesis, Chapter I, 3rd Day of Creation compared to the painting in
Calw.

The landscape outline in both images, especially the mountains, have similarities.
The frame of Scheuchzer's copper engraving shows the germination and adult form of wheat.

(Fig. 5a, b) The Copper-Bible was well known in the protestant areas of Switzerland, the south of Germany, and
the Low Countries; this Bible is a key representative of religious thought which integrated science, its aim was to
present how “sacred (natural) science explained the natural phenomena present in the Holy Bible” . This
synthesis is clearly visible in the copper engraving called Genesis (Fig. 5a): Adam is touched by the heavenly
light of reason, and the frame of the image presents the then-famous skeletal arrangements and anatomical
specimens by Frederik Ruysch, documenting the growth of the foetus. The combination of elements and genres
in the pharmacy’s painting can be interpreted as a similar e"ort to remain in the biblical framework of the
Genesis while integrating the discoveries of the 17 and 18 century. The human couple is placed into God’s
creation that they explore; the gesture of Eve’s right hand indicates the connection to God and the
understanding that humans are characterised by reason and knowledge, and Adam’s left hand points at the
world . Seen in combination, all four door panels of the Old Pharmacy address human activities – mining
and metallurgy, plant growing, possibly including crossbreeding in the Kölreuter tradition, using boats and
hunting animals, and finally, interpreting nature as God’s creation.
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Fig. 5a: The frame displays human foetal skeletons and embryonic growth from egg to child (counter
clock wise), as they were displayed in specific bone arrangements by F. Ruysch.

This interpretation of the coming into being of humans remains within the paradigm of growth and not
yet of development.

The sitting Adam might have served as a model for the Calw painter, as does the general view on the
landscape. 
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Fig. 5b: Scheuchzer, Chapter III, Serpens seductor: Sitting
Adam, with Eve o"ering the forbidden fruit

The idea to paint Eve with black and Adam with white skin can be seen as a visual representation of the
considerations on the nature of black skin and its inheritance, as proposed by J. Mitchell and Maupertuis  to
explain the origin of all possible skin colours humans can have.
To imagine the black and white primordial couple as the parents of people of all skin colours also conforms with
Kölreuter’s experiments performed in Calw and his conclusion that both parents contribute semen to the next
generation and that it was possible to create new varieties by crossbreeding two existing ones  . It might be a
coincidence but also a deliberate choice by the painter to use all colours from white to black in the mammals
from left to right, indicating all possible complexions of human skin and animal coat  .
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One can assume with high certainty that there was a welcoming attitude towards the variety of people, seeing
them all as part of humanity. However, taking Maupertuis and Bernier critically, a more sceptical interpretation
of the gendered colour distribution seems to be appropriate: variation was seen as being created by the inclusion
of attractive women of di"erent origins . In the contemporary context of an already ongoing process of
colonisation of the Americas, as well as the practice of slave trade and slave ownership, the domination of white
over black was gendered as well. It was not arbitrary to paint Eve, and not Adam, with black skin.
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The Calw 1770 painting does not represent two races, though, neither does it demonstrate “race crossing” as the
geneticist Curt Stern assumed in the 1950s. As mentioned above, “race” (“Rasse”) was not yet part of the
German discourse on human variety, it was still an “unstable” category in the French and English context
. François Bernier was one of the first French authors to use the term ‘race’ in 1684 to describe groups of people
in di"erent geographic areas that became known to European travellers, colonizers, and slave traders. He used
‘race’ and ‘espèce’ (species) synonymously . In 1748, Georges-Louis Leclerc de Bu"on (1707-1788) used the
French term ‘race’ in his Histoire Naturelle to classify di"erent groups of people, selecting the Europeans as the
primordial group from which all others descended. In 1735, Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778) made a decisive step in
the history of ‘race’, as he divided humans into four subgroups and classified them as part of the animal class,
entitled Quadrupedia . In 1758, he devised the term ‘primates’, which included humans . In 1775, five
years after the painting in Calw was made, the German anatomist and anthropologist Johann Friedrich
Blumenbach (1752-1840) identified four main groups in humanity in his dissertation De generis humani varietate
nativa. He used the Latin term for varieties, and, writing about ‘natural di"erences of humans’, he criticized
slavery and the view that Europeans were superior to Africans . His third edition from 1795 introduced the
terms Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethiopian, American, and Malay for the five main varieties of humanity, which were
still seen as equal and not rigidly divided from one another. This book was posthumously translated into
German and published in 1798 with significant additions. The terms “Rasse” or “race” are still not part of the
title, “race” is used in the text only when refering to the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (1727-1804) and
his use of the French term . Based on Maupertuis’ concept of heredity, Kant had introduced the term in 1775
for human subgroups characterised by stable, inheritable traits, like skin colour. He saw the white ‘race’ as the
first and superior one, due to the ‘perfection’ (Vollkommenheit) of the white colour and other properties
. Kant is one of the early authors who don’t appreciate the possibility to improve a population by including
beautiful women of other “races” for reproduction – he tended to argue for the preservation of existing races
lest degeneration would occur .
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Considering this shift in the conceptualizing of di"erences between human subgroups in di"erent geographic
areas, the painting at the Calw pharmacy can be identified as belonging to the older discourse of the 18 c., which
in principle saw one origin for all humans and appreciated variety. It also belongs to a discourse, which
integrated new materialistic concepts of heredity based on breeders’ practices. The painting was made exactly at
the time when a fundamental shift happened and – based on exactly the same new concepts of heredity –
di"erent human populations could be seen as di"erent races aligned on a hierarchical scale, with mixtures of
these races being disapproved of .
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The painting harbours another conflict line of the changing discourse on human di"erence. It critically refers to
Linnaeus’ inclusion of humans and their subgroups into the animal kingdom, which was the crucial prerequisite
for the introduction of ‘race’ as a classificatory category for subgroups of the human species. Linnaeus did not
discuss who was to be included into humanity, he classified humans as animals. The contrasting representation
of the two figures next to the tree on the left and Adam and Eve on the right holds the key for the interpretation,
that the Calw painting didn’t follow Linneaus’ move. 

To identify the two human-like figures on the left, the painter’s un-original way of painting has to be taken into
account. As already pointed out regarding Scheuchzer’s Copper Bible, the artist either copied visual material
available at the time or translated textual descriptions into images. The boat in the painting depicting animals in
the sea seems to be a visualisation of a description of a papyrus boat, and the trees are painted in the style of
contemporary exotic paintings in chateaus . Most striking is the similarity of the man on the boat to the
then famous 16 century Roman fountain sculpture, Neptune and Triton, created by the renowned architect and
sculptor Gian Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680). Copper engravings were in wide circulation, showing the sculpture,
which the Calw painter could have known . (Fig. 6)
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Fig. 6: Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Neptune (and Triton), (1622-1623).
The man on the boat on the Calw painting (see. Fig.2).

The two figures next to the tree on the left can be seen as ‘orangutans’, as they were known at the time. Two
engravings circulated in Dutch scholarly circles . It is quite likely that these works were also known in the
Calw Pharmacy with its educational and trading connections to Amsterdam and Leiden. The standing figure
resembles the orangutan as depicted in William Piso’s De Indiae utriusque re naturali et medica libri
quatuordecim, published in 1658 . (Fig. 7) The sitting figure resembles a rough copy of the Amsterdam
anatomist Nicolas Tulp’s (1593-1674) orangutan, as published in 1641. (Fig. 8) Tulp provided the first scientific
description of an anthropoid ape from Angola. A woodcut copy of Tulp’s image was also published posthumously
under the name of the Basel naturalist Conrad Gessner (1516-1565) in his 1669, third edition of the Thier-
Buch . Piso’s image originated from travel reports from Borneo, and Carl von Linnaeus used it in the 1750s
in his e"ort to classify humans into subgroups of animals by creating the class ‘primates’ . In 1760 4 types
of anthropomorpha were presented in Linnaeus’ journal Amoenitates Academicae . Only one of the figures,
“Throglodyta Bontii”, resembles the depiction of an orangutan in Piso/Bontius and in the Calw painting.
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Fig. 7: Orang Utan, Bontius/Piso, 1685        
Fig. 8: Nicolas Tulp, Homo sylvestris, 1641     

 The figures on the le# side of “White Adam, Black Eve”, see Fig. 1.

The two human figures on the right are clearly juxtaposed to the couple on the left: this visual setting indicates
that the painter saw a fundamental di"erence between the two . With one person standing and the other
sitting, they mirror each other, but Eve’s gesture demonstrates her as in command of reason and
knowledge . Considering the theme of the universality of gestures, which was developed in the
17 century , Eve’s position also indicates that the painting sees black and white people as the same and not
separated into two classificatory groups, be it species or subspecies/races.
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This clear juxtaposition of the two couples on the left and the right conforms well with a scientific controversy
regarding the boundaries of the human and the question of whether these orangutans could be regarded as
humans or not. In 1699 the anatomist Edward Tyson (1650-1708) dissected the animal brought from Angola,
which had been depicted by Tulp already in 1641 and in Piso 1658. Tyson identified it as orangutan and as being
not human . In the 1750s Bu"on rejected Carl von Linnaeus‘s inclusion of men in the animal kingdom. He
believed that reason made humans fundamentally distinct . In 1746, the Tübingen explorer Johann Georg
Gmelin strongly criticised Linnaeus for his choice to position humans in the animal group
Anthropomorpha . Given the family and educational connections of Gmelin with the Calw pharmacists,
physicians, and natural historians, the painting can be viewed as an illustration of this anti-Linnaean position,
one that criticises the use of zoological classification for humans, which paved the way with further use for
humans’ racialization .
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Conclusion: Adam and Eve and the genesis of racial di"erence

With all points brought together, the painting shows an e"ort to integrate new scientific findings with the
Scripture, to maintain a monogenic origin of humans of all skin colours, and regard humans as fundamentally
di"erent from animals. The two orangutans function as a sort of mirror to the human couple and a reminder of
the fierce debates of the 18 century on the boundaries between humans and animals.th 

At the end of the 18 century, the painting was situated at a crucial point of transition: It was still possible to
integrate science, Enlightenment, and Christian religious thought so as to view all humans as equal and having a
common origin. When skin colour became an inheritable trait, the new pangenetic and materialistic concept of
heredity by Maupertuis and Kölreuter’s experiments served as a link connecting the older integrative attitude
towards human variation and the new conceptualisation of di"erent human subgroups as races, which then
could be subjected to a hierarchical order. This hierarchical order existed already in the social realm of overseas
economies – now it could be understood as natural. Di"erences in economic, political, technological, legal, and
military power as already unfolded in systems of slavery and colonial domination became a matter of inborn
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di"erence of bodies, given by nature or God and subject to scientific justification.

Appendix
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